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1- ) Abstract
This whitepaper will actually be a story

But unfortunately, we see that not

These aid

about the state of human dramas
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experienced all over the world, rather than

story of the founding purpose of the

continue their

a technical presentation. Yes, there will be

Lyfeaid Project begins. We wanted to

activities with the

some technical details of course, but we

create a global aid network so that

funds allocated by

will talk more about why the Lyfeaid

we can reach and help everyone we

the states and

project emerged with the slogan "The First

touch. Because now, someone had

donations collected

Blockchain Project Dedicated to

to do this by using the superior

from the public. If

Humanity". Because the Lyfeaid project is

features of technology. Lyfeaid has

there is a human

the world's first global aid project using

succeeded in taking the first step on

tragedy, needy

Blockchain technology.


this path.



people or socioeconomic problems

In recent years, the world order has begun
to change. The wars that started one after
another, the global food crises, the
economic crisis, the oil crisis, the fact that

2- ) Summary



separation between countries and people.
The chain of war that started with the
Middle East continues with the Ukraine Russia war. Even neighboring countries
can no longer tolerate each other. We are
left alone with a world where we live in
African countries with hunger and thirst,
the problem of global warming, women
being subjected to violence in many
countries, children growing up under
difficult conditions and many similar
problems.

Aid organizations operating around the
world organize financial and logistical aid
campaigns for people experiencing all
these problems. EU-supported funds are
created and countries and people in need
are helped through various channels. Do
you think these aids are enough? No, it's
not enough. If it were enough, the world
we live in would be very different.

country, they use
their existing
opportunities and

the countries were hostile to each other
and grouped among themselves, caused

detected in any

There are many global organizations
established around the world to help
with health, money, logistics, food,
education and similar issues. Some
of the international aid organizations
include:


• FAO. United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization

•IOM. International
Organization for Migration


funds for this. Of
course, this is a
meaningful step for
the world, but none
of these aids are
sufficient and
cannot reach the
relevant places.

Lyfeaid is not a
global and official
charity. It aims to
support these aid

•OCHA Office of the
Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs.


campaigns only on

•OHCHR. High Commissioner
for Human Rights.


quickly, easily and

•UNFPA. United Nations
Population Fund.


that aims to support

•UNICEF. United Nations
Children's Fund.


secure

•WFP. World Food Program

WHO World Health
Organization


behalf of humanity
and ensures that
cash aid is provided
safely. It is a
Blockchain project
this movement of
humanity with its
infrastructure. All
donations made
within the scope of
this project will be
made with LYFEAID
TOKEN - $LYFD,
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so that cash donations can be made faster,
without commission and easily from
anywhere in the world.

The most important difference of the
Lyfeaid Project from other aid
organizations is the technology
infrastructure it uses. LYFEAID TOKEN $LYFD, created on Binance Smart Chain
(BSC), is Blockchain powered. Lyfeaid is a
project supported by the world's largest
technology companies, world stars, social
media influencers and international
advertising agencies. Lyfeaid can reach the
audience that ordinary charities would
reach in 1 year, within hours. In this way, it
gathers more support and contributes to
making the world a more livable place.



3- ) What is
Lyfeaid Project?



The Lyfeaid Project is an international aid
project with the support of BCS and
Blockchain technology. Unfavorable
conditions all over the world have
unfortunately turned the world into a very
difficult place to live in. 

LYFEAID Token is a humanitarian focus
token with tremendous potential for
addressing a variety of humanitarian
needs.

Through LYFEAID, mankind will be
receiving much-needed assistance
through the LYFEAID ecosystem. The
technical features are also highly
beneficial and up to current, using
cutting-edge technology capabilities and
smart Tokenomics. LYFEAID brings the
power of cinema and celebrities
combined with the disruptive nature of
Blockchain technology to create a token
that is for the services of humanity.

To create global awareness of
humanitarian challenges and issues,
as well as to respond to these issues
and problems, LYFEAID was
developed to spread a message of
shared inspiration for a better world
for our future generation.
Humanitarian aid is the impartial,
independent, and neutral provision
of assistance to those in immediate
danger and with Blockchain we will
be able to impartially assist people in
need globally. LYFEAID platform
intends to leverage the NFT
marketplace to help us achieve our
mission of giving back to society
through our cutting-edge NFT,
which will be funded and supported
by celebrities



3.1-) Main Purpose


Over the years, humanitarian issues
in education, women's rights, the
environment, biodiversity,
ecosystems, and other philanthropic
activities have been ignored or given
little to no attention. These are the
areas that suffer the most during
humanitarian emergencies. The
SDGs cannot be realized without

tackling these
concerns objectively. 


Even while world
leaders struggle to
fulfil the 2030
promise, nothing has
been done globally
to defend and
safeguard women's
rights, offer excellent
education, develop
functional
biodiversity in the
global ecosystem,
and maintain a clean
planet. The
possibility of
employing cinematic
art to improve
humanity's lot has
been ignored for
years due to the
combined power of
entertainment,
financing partners,
culture, and digital
technology. To
increase worldwide
awareness of
humanitarian
challenges and crises
and to respond to
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them. And to deliver a message of shared
inspiration for a better society for our
children's and grandchildren's future
generations. Humanitarian causes have
made the call, and Lyfeaid has responded
by using a first-of-its-kind Token, with the
worldwide goal of assisting humanitarian
causes in the fields of Education, Women's
Rights, Environment, Biodiversity, and
Ecosystems. As well as other charitable
activities via one of the largest charity
corporations in existence. And as a means
of exposing and assisting those in need,
Lyfeaid's technical token is directed toward
the goal of putting cinematic art to work
for humankind by combining the power of
entertainment, respected partners,
culture, and digital technology.



3.2-) The Goal of the Lyfeaid
Project


Lyfeaid is a Binance Smart Chain token
with tremendous potential for addressing
a variety of humanitarian needs. Several
prominent Hollywood and European
cinema actors have endorsed the token,
and mankind will be receiving muchneeded assistance through the Lyfeaid
ecosystem. The technical features are also
highly beneficial and up to current, using
cutting-edge technology capabilities and
smart Tokenomics. Lyfeaid brings the
power of cinema and celebrities
combined with the disruptive nature of
Blockchain technology to create a token
that is for the services of humanity. By
partnering with Better World Fund, these
objectives will be achieved seamlessly and
efficiently. To create global awareness of
humanitarian challenges and issues, as
well as to respond to these issues and
problems, Lyfeaid was borned.
Furthermore, to spread a message of
shared inspiration for a better world for our

future generation.

Additionally, Lyfeaid platform intends
to leverage the NFT marketplace to
help us achieve our mission of giving
back to society through our cuttingedge NFT, which will be funded and
supported by celebrities.



3.3-) Why Lyfeaid?


Why Lyfeaid when there are so many
official charities around the world?
The answer to this question is very
simple. The most distinctive feature
of the Lyfeaid project that
distinguishes it from other aid
organizations is that cash aid can be
made very quickly and safely. All
transactions with $LYFD will be free.
In addition, the world's most famous
stars, companies and social media
influencers support the promotion of
the Lyfeaid project. With this
advertising effect, there is the
opportunity to reach more audiences
than the world's most famous
charities.



users will be able to
sell their own NFTs or
buy NFTs offered for
sale in the market
with LYFEAID TOKEN
- $LYFD. Worldfamous stars will also
support the project
fund by offering their
NFTs for sale in this
market.

Lyfeaid will transfer
all proceeds from
these NFT sales
directly to the project
fund. Users will also
be able to donate
some of their income
to the project.







4- ) Lyfeaid
NFT Market-


One of the most important steps of
the Lyfeaid project is the Lyfeaid NFT
Market, which will be created within
the scope of the project. Lyfeaid NFT
Market, where LYFEAID 

TOKEN - $LYFD will be used, 

will be the most important 

financial resource of the 

project. In this 

NFT market,
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5- )
Technologies
Used by the
Lyfeaid Project
5.1-) Binance Smart Chain

Continuing its activities for more than two
years, Binance Smart Chain (BSC) started
to serve in April 2019. The platform running
on Binance Chain is a DEX. In other words,
with the Decentralized Exchange (DEX),
users can make online crypto exchange
transactions among themselves without
the need for an intermediary. Running
parallel to Binance Chain, the Blockchain
(BSC) was much more flexible and could
work with smart contracts. With its
development, Binance exchange
combined the power of Binance Chain
with the flexibility of BSC. Binance Smart
Chain continues on its way as a Binance
Chain compatible with EVM and smart
contract functions. Thus, Binance has a
more advanced Blockchain dominance
and has proven to be a good alternative on
the DEX side as well. Binance, which is at
the top of the list of the best among
centralized exchanges, also leaves its
competitors behind among decentralized
exchange platforms.

Contrary to popular belief, BSC is not the
layer2 model of Binance Chain, but the
Blockchain design is almost exactly the
same. This is one of the biggest
advantages of the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) network, which is not created as a
second layer to Binance Chain. BSC can
continue to serve even if the Binance
Chain network is completely shut down.


5.2-) Blockchain

Blockchain is a special type of
database. Transactions are not
managed by just one party, instead
all transaction history is recorded in a
decentralized and distributed ledger.
Blockchain technology is secure and
robust and therefore ideal for storing
and processing sensitive information.
The revolutionary feature behind the
Blockchain is that transactions are
completed not one by one, but by
many computers at the same time.
Blockchain offers groundbreaking
technologies that have the potential
to change the internet and even the
world for many reasons. As you dig
deeper to understand how
Blockchain works, you will find that
understanding the system is getting
easier. Who can be trusted in a
digital space where everything is
easily copied and most users are
anonymous?

Blockchain can help
solve this crucial
question. A
Blockchain is not
updated and verified
by a single person,
but by hundreds,
thousands, or even
millions of
community
members at regular
intervals. In the
Blockchain,
transactions are
stored in blocks, and
each newly created
block refers to the
previous block with a
unique identification
number called a
"hash". These blocks
form a chain, which
is called a
"Blockchain". This
chain goes on
forever.
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6- ) About
Humanitarian
6.1-) The State of Humanitarian
Causes


"We are living through the worst period of
human suffering since the Second World
War," former United Nations SecretaryGeneral Ban Ki-moon stated during the
2016 World Humanitarian Summit. In 2018,
the United Nations declared that 131.7
million people in 42 countries required
humanitarian assistance, with the
expected cost of assistance being $21.9
billion (United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs,
2019). Humanitarian aid is defined as "the
impartial, independent, and neutral
provision of assistance to those in
immediate danger" (Rysaback-Smith,
2015). It is critical because global
humanitarian crises are growing in
number and intensity as a result of
conflict, natural disasters, climate change,
food insecurity, and gender inequalities
(United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs,
2019). Additionally, humanitarian crises are
increasing lengthier in duration, averaging
nine years (United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs,
2019).

The year 2020 demonstrated that human
development is not an unstoppable force
that may be assumed. Instead, a virus has
thrown decades of development off track
in the span of a few months. The needs
resulting from Covid-19's effects are
diverting resources away from other
requirements, despite both being critically
underfunded — far too many people are
going without critical care. The funding
response demonstrates the system's flaws
and its capacity to satisfy people's needs
while also emphasizing the critical role of
non-humanitarian players in crisis
circumstances to enable a successful
reaction and recovery.
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6.2-)
Causes
of
Humanitarian
issues

When a disaster strikes and affects
vulnerable people who are unable to cope
with the effects on their own, a
humanitarian emergency is declared.
Generally speaking, "vulnerability" refers to
an individual's or group's lower ability to
resist and recover from life-threatening
risks, and it is most typically associated
with poverty. Disadvantaged populations
are more likely to be more vulnerable to
catastrophes, whether caused by humans
or natural disasters. People who are often
considered vulnerable in impacted
communities include children, pregnant
or nursing mothers, migrants, and
internally displaced persons (IDPs). The
causes of the humanitarian crisis include
the following:



• Natural catastrophes: that can be
Geophysical in nature like
earthquakes, tsunamis, and
volcanic eruptions; Hydrological in
nature such as floods, avalanches,
Climatological in nature like
droughts; Meteorological in
nature storms, cyclones, or
Biological in nature like epidemics
and plagues


•Emergencies caused by humans:
include military conflicts, airline
and rail wrecks, fires, and
industrial mishaps.


•Complex catastrophes, which
frequently involve a mix of natural
and man-made components,
many sources of vulnerability, and
a cascade of circumstances, result
in a humanitarian crisis. Food
insecurity, violent warfare, and
displaced populations are all
examples.

These in combination of other often give rise the humanitarian
issues that requires urgent humanitarian causes and response.
At Lyfeaid, we have partnered with Better World Fund as our
partner with support from important actors from Hollywood
and European cinema. We make the international commitment
for sustainable goals (SDG) of the UN a reality.

6.3-) Humanitarian Response Overview

The response to humanitarian causes over the years has been
below par with the magnitude of the crisis and its impact on the
areas of education, women's rights, environment, biodiversity,
and ecosystems. 

Analysis from the UN Office for the coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), which tracks the response of
humanitarian assistance and donations to humanitarian causes
presented below, demonstrates that, despite the extraordinary
need, international humanitarian assistance has come to a
grinding halt. 

International humanitarian assistance has declined by more
than 20% every year. Moreover, because of shifting domestic
priorities and the larger economic repercussions of the Covid-19
epidemic, funding from public donors has been stagnant in
recent years. Estimated donations from private contributors did
not show any improvement, however.

Compared with the need and appeal for assistance and
donations, the figure below showed a huge funding gap and
the need to urgently find a lasting alternative for assisting and
funding humanitarian causes in our world today. Lyfeaid token
and ecosystem is positioned to offer the world's first-ever
project with the global objective of helping Humanitarian
causes through one of the biggest charity companies in
existence. To increase worldwide awareness of humanitarian
challenges and crises and respond to them, Lyfeaid is using
cinematic art to serve humanity. Through the combined power
of entertainment, distinguished partners, culture, and digital
technology, it aimed to make use of the ecosystem's great
potential in providing support to various humanitarian needs.
And to transmit a message of shared inspiration for a better
society for our children's and grandchildren's future
generations.
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In donor engagement

Audit exercise


Sovereign Identity services


The UN-coordinated appeals summarize
the funds necessary by United Nations
agencies and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) to address
humanitarian needs during significant
disasters. The coordinated appeals
procedure aims to allow a comprehensive
approach to humanitarian response funds.
In 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic's effects
exacerbated existing crises, particularly in
protracted crisis situations, leading to a
considerable increase in humanitarian aid
requirements. Despite this, the budget
gap for appeals expanded faster than ever
in 2020, and funding for non-Covid-19
pandemic-related requirements declined
for the first time in five years. Total
financial commitments lagged behind the
rise in appeal requirements. The overall
volume of help received for non-Covid-19
requirements decreased for the first time
since 2015, resulting in a larger-than-ever
financial shortfall, when combined with
low commitments to Covid-19 appeal
requirements.

6.4-) Blockchain in Humanitarian
Intervention


The worldwide debate around Blockchain
and cryptocurrency technology is rapidly
shifting away from speculative concern
that cryptocurrency is being utilized for
dark web crimes and toward innovative
curiosity that implies Blockchain might be
used to augment and digitize existing
solutions. As a result, DLT systems have a
plethora of options to enhance the
efficacy and efficiency of humanitarian
initiatives. Among them include (but are
not limited to) the following:

Supply chain and logistics


Community token


Natural capital and carbon tracking and Innovative
financing




Traditional technological solutions and databases suffer from a
laundry list of well-known issues, such as data loss, data
corruption, and poor data entry, necessitating an expensive and
time-consuming system of checks and balances. Additionally,
most NGO systems are developed by and for a single
organization, resulting in duplication across organizations. Even
when in a shared system, the data's value is restricted to the
organizations that have access to the shared system.
Nevertheless, the non-profit sector is not alone in embracing
Blockchain technology to promote good development and
positive environmental outcomes.



7- ) Tokenomics



LYFEAID TOKEN - $LYFD vesting period is 2 months on average.
This is the layout of how the Lyfeaid token will be distributed
across the board. With a vast 12.5% of the total supply dedicated
solely to charity, we are proud to say Lyfeaid is the first
recognized token to partner with a charity organization. The
charity organization will be in charge of the operation of the
charitable outreaches that Lyfeaid will undertake. The token
distribution will be allocated thus:



A total 1 billion (1,000,000,000) Lyfeaid token will be supplied and
allocated as indicated above. Priorities will be given to the
staking reward fund, which will be allocated with 27.5% of the
Lyfeaid token maximum supply. Our Pre-Sale fund will follow
this; the Pre-Sale will be allocated with 13% of the total supply.

Lyfeaid token as hyper deflationary token ensures that 1% of
every buy and sell goes to the burn wallet, and each transaction
is subject to a 6% tax. This tax is shared as follows
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Reflection bonus: Lyfeaid ecosystem like
rewarding community members every
2.5% of all transactions are refunded in
BUSD to Lyfeaid holders wallet as a
reflection. 

This incentivizes holding and loyalty. You
help Charity, and Charity helps.

Hyper deflation: with the Lyfeaid token,
every transaction sends 1% of its value to
the burn wallet, which perpetually deflates
supply.


Liquidity Pool: 1% of every buy and sell is
utilized for liquidity to keep the Lyfeaid
token healthy as we grow. A vast and
increasing liquidity pool improves the
token's stability and guarantees that no
single transaction has a large impact on
the token.


Treasury/Charity: each transaction on
Lyfeaid sends 1.5% to the treasury and
charity vault



¾ of the tokens are utilized for charity,
governed by Lyfeaid token holders, and ¼
is allocated to the Lyfeaid treasury.

8-) Roadmap





2022 Q2
Pre-sale begins 

Get listed on price trackers, such as CoinMarketCap

Build the community and the team.

Continue Community Transparency.

Selection of Charity for aids
2022 Q3
Initial Building of DAPPS.

Pre-sale Ends

Charity Suport

Apply to get listed on exchanges.

Setup DAO voting model.
2022 Q4
Continue building DAPPS.

More Partnerships with Aid organisations

Continue to get listed on more exchanges and secure big investor
relationships.

Continue improvements to DAO voting model
2023 Q1
Advertising and promotion with world stars

Start the project

Transfer of aid funds to relevant places

Listing on Binance exchange
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9- ) Legal
Disclaimer


This White paper belongs to the Lyfeaid
ecosystem, and you must read this
disclaimer and consideration before
participating in this project. It is intended
primarily for purchasers to whom the
Lyfeaid ecosystem provides the
opportunity to purchase Lyfeaid tokens.
This white paper is meant for participants
in the Lyfeaid token sales. The document
and information contained herein is not
exhaustive and does not aim to suggest
any contractual terms. The primary goal of
this white paper is to provide sufficient
information to prospective token holders
to enable them to perform a thorough
study of the project and make an
informed decision. We strongly encourage
that you thoroughly read this vision paper
and any related documents, as well as the
material on the website, before engaging
in the purchase of Lyfeaid tokens.



White papers are not legal documents
and lack legal status in the case of a direct
or indirect claim for compensation for any
loss that may arise from reliance upon
information contained in this vision paper,
including profit or investment loss. Lyfeaid
ecosystem and its representatives are not
and will not be responsible for the market
value of Lyfeaid tokens, their liquidity, or
the existence of any market for Lyfeaid
tokens through third parties or in any
other way. This document is intended
solely for informational purposes. It makes
no claim to give complete legal or other
advice. 



This publication is intended to provide you
with an overview of potential legal issues
for which you may require counsel. It is
prudent to seek comprehensive legal
guidance from a skilled practitioner when
confronted with special conditions. The
information contained in this publication
is accurate as of the date of publication.


10- ) Security


The Lyfeaid Project security system is a toolkit for dApp
developers designed to support the seamless interaction of
dApps with the Lyfeaid Project Blockchain Network, offering a
suite of utilities to help with the development and maintenance
of smart contracts, wallet manager and block explorer. Taking
advantage of Lyfeaid Project’s security technology, the Lyfeaid
Project Blockchain Developers also aims to build a high level of
security for dApps and Lyfeaid Project Blockchain. Additionally, it
helps to minimize the work required for the development and
operation of apps. This allows app developers to focus more on
improving the user experience, rather than hunting for solutions
to technological problems, which means higher service quality.
In order for the Lyfeaid Project Blockchain ecosystem to grow as
an independent Blockchain network that aims to build up trust,
a diverse array of agents must be allowed to participate freely.
However, there are still technical limitations preventing largescale, convenient usage and security issues regarding the
governance structure of Blockchain networks have not been
completely resolved. That is why Lyfeaid Project, in building the
initial Lyfeaid Project Blockchain ecosystem, is focusing on how
users around the world understand and experience Blockchain
and crypto assets. As it develops, the Lyfeaid Project Blockchain
will gradually open up, to enable a wider range of members to
participate in the network according to the conditions of the
ecosystem’s growth, technological advancements, and
sociocultural changes.
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